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Reminder



Happy Birthday

Paul Samuelson

May 15, 1915





Distant Early Warning

What’s the DEW Line?



Distant Early Warning

What’s the DEW Line?



What, 

me 

worry?





Go over midterm exam and 

key

What did you miss?

Terminology?

Analytic questions?

Textbook?

Optional Q&A sessions

Office hours or other





Afterthoughts on 

Exchange Rates

 Is it really the case that our 

supply of exports is 

exclusively in dollars and is 

unaffected by devaluation?

What is implied by the notion 

that a curve is “in” dollars or 

“in” talents?

 Is changing the exchange rate 

a trick?



Prices as the Mirror 

Image of Exchange Rates

One can substitute for the other.  
If both can vary, can prices 

predict exchange rates?



The Purchasing-Power-

Parity Doctrine
(P-P-P)

Absolute form
Prices should be the same 

everywhere

Relative form
Price changes should be the 

same everywhere

Empirical                  

evidence on both     

forms

Gustav Cassel, 1866-1945



Advantages of Predicting the 

Future



Disadvantages of Predicting the 

Future?



Some Questions:

 Should the price of wheat be 

the same in the U.S. and the 

U.K.?

 Should the price of a haircut 

be the same in the U.S. and 

the U.K.?

 What do we learn if haircut 

prices in the U.K. rise faster 

than in the U.S.?
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Absolute vs. Relative

P-P-P

PUS = rPUK

where P = 

price level in 

US or UK

and r = 

exchange 

rate ($/£)

PUS = krPUK

where P = 

price level in 

US or UK,

r = exchange 

rate ($/£),

k = a constant 

over time

Note: Absolute  

P-P-P implies      

k = 1

Absolute              Relative



Relative PPP Formula

PUS/rPUK = k in period 1 

and period 2

PUS in period 2 = PUS in 

period 1 times (1+iUS)

where iUS = US inflation 

rate from period 1 to 

period 2

PUK in period 2 = PUK in 

period 1 times (1+iUK)

where iUK = UK inflation 

rate from period 1 to 

period 2



Relative PPP Formula

Now solve for r2/r1 where

rt = exchange rate ($/£) in 

period t = 1 or 2,

iUS  = US inflation rate from 

period 1 to period 2,

iUK = UK inflation rate from 

period 1 to period 2.

Result:

r2/r1 = (1+iUS)/(1+iUK)



Remember
r2/r1 = (1+iUS)/(1+iUK)



Relative PPP

 Some non-

traded goods

 Many costs are 

reflected in 

prices

 Measurement 

problems 

present

 Capital 

movements

 Dynamic

 All goods 

traded

 ULC = price 

(only labor 

costs)

 No 

measurement 

problems

 Exports = 

imports

 Static

Ricardian ModelReal World



Voltaire

“One should always aim 

at being interesting 

rather than exact.”



Exchange Rates:
Some Lessons

 Demand & supply of currency 

reflect demand & supply for goods 

(and assets).

 Elasticity conditions determine 

impact of exchange rate on trade 

balance.

 Low short-run elasticities produce 

the J curve effect.

 Empirically, devaluation leads to a 

deterioration of the terms of trade.

 Countries which inflate a lot 

relative to others experience a lot 

of depreciation of their currency.



Price-Specie-Flow 

Mechanism:
3 Versions

 Oldest: All money = gold

David Hume (1711-1776)

 19th century gold standard: 

Money = currency & bank 

deposits

 Modern fixed exchange rate 

systems (without gold)
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Mechanism:
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Money = currency & bank 

deposits
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systems (without gold)



Gold Standard:
Assumptions

 Two countries: U.S. and U.K.

 U.S. central bank: $400/oz. of 

gold

 U.K central bank: £200/oz. of 

gold

 Implicit “par value”: $2 = £1

 “Rules of the game”: 

DMoney/DGold > 0

 Both countries have “lots” of 

gold

 “Price level” = f(Money Supply)

 Full employment is maintained



Does par value become 

market value?

Suppose $2.10 = £1

Buy oz. of gold in U.S. ($400)

Ship gold to U.K.

Obtain £200

Convert £200 into dollars at $2.10 = 

£1

Obtain $420 ($20 is pure riskless 

“arbitrage” profit)

Result: Big demand for $s and big 

supply of £s.

Where does process end?

End: $2 = £1



Effect of Brokerage or 

Shipping Fees

Suppose transaction cost is $5 

per oz.

What is gold export point?

$405/£200 or $2.025/£

What is gold import point?

$395/£200 or $1.975/£

Note: A “band” of ±1.25% is 

created around the par value.



Example without capital 
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Example without capital 

movements

X = M Disturbance: U.S. 

wants more cloth

Excess supply 

of $; excess 

demand for £

Gold flows from 

U.S. to U.K.

U.K. money 

supply rises; 

U.S. money 

supply falls

U.K. prices 

rise; U.S. 

prices fall

U.S. exports 

rise; U.S. 

imports fall

Process stops 

when X = M



Other Cases:

Net investment from U.K. 

to U.S.

U.K. violates rule of the 

game by “sterilizing” gold 

inflow (DMoney/DGold = 0)

U.S. violates rule of the 

game by raising money 

supply exogenously 

(“exporting inflation”)



UK wants to invest 

$1 million/year in 

US in railroad 

stocks



UK wants to invest 

$1 million/year in US

Pre-investment:

US: X=M

In addition to 

imports from US, 

UK investors 

want $1 million of 

US RR stocks

Gold flows 

from UK to US

Excess demand 

for $; excess 

supply of £

US money 

supply rises; 

UK money 

supply falls

US prices rise; 

UK prices fall

US: exports fall 

and imports rise

Process stops 

when US X-M = 

-$1 million



Other Cases:

Net investment from U.K. 

to U.S.

U.K. violates rule of the 

game by “sterilizing” gold 

inflow (DMoney/DGold = 0)

U.S. violates rule of the 

game by raising money 

supply exogenously 

(“exporting inflation”)

Question: With U.K. 

violating the rules, can 

there be a full adjustment?

Question: What do we learn 

about the burden of 

adjustment?
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U.K. prices 

fixed; U.S. 

prices fall

U.K. money 

supply fixed; 

U.S. money 

supply falls

X = M Disturbance: U.S. 

wants more cloth

Excess supply 

of $; excess 

demand for £

Gold flows from 

U.S. to U.K.

U.S. exports 

rise; U.S. 

imports fall

Process stops 

when X = M

US (deficit country) 

carries the full burden of 

adjustment; UK (surplus 

country) can avoid the 

burden.

First example without 

capital movements



Exporting Inflation 

Case

Fixed Exchange 

Rates

versus



Exporting Inflation 

Case

Fixed Exchange 

Rates
US steadily 

expands 

money 

supply

US 

prices 

rise

US 

exports 

fall; US 

imports 

rise

Gold flows 

from US to 

UK

UK 

money 

supply 

rises

UK 

prices 

rise

Eventually, the US runs out of gold



(Non) Exporting of 

Inflation Case

US steadily 

expands 

money 

supply

US 

prices 

rise

US dollar 

depreciates

UK is largely unaffected



Electricity Grids and 

Fixed Exchange Rates

In any system in which segments are tightly 

tied together, a disturbance in one segment 

is quickly transmitted to the other segments.

Northeast 

blackout: 

Nov. 9, 

1965



Modern Fixed Exchange 

Rates (without gold):

An Example

 U.S. and U.K. agree to a particular 

fixed exchange rate as the par 

value between $ and £.

 Each agrees to buy or sell the 

other’s currency at agreed rate 

with small bands around par.

 Rules of the game:

- If your country is gaining reserves of 

the other currency, follow a “loose” 

monetary policy.

- If your country is losing reserves of 

the other currency, follow a “tight” 

monetary policy.



Fixed Exchange Rates:
Lessons

 Par value = market value (with 

transactions cost band or agreed 

band).

 Excess supply of (demand for) our 

currency means we lose (gain) gold 

under a gold standard.

 Rules of game necessary for long-

term equilibrium.

 Under gold standard, rules are 

geared to gold flows; under 

modern system rules are geared to 

reserve flows.



Fixed Exchange Rates:
Lessons -- continued

 In a one-player situation, the 

player carries the entire burden of 

adjustment.

 Countries can export inflation if 

they inflate for domestic reasons 

(and ignore rules of the game).

 In contrast, flexible exchange rates 

tend to isolate domestic inflation.

 With fixed or flexible system, net 

capital inflow ==> imports > 

exports.

 Gold is unnecessary for a fixed 

exchange rate system.
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Buy Low; 

Sell High





Foreign Exchange 

Market Terminology

Speculation:

Risk taking based on 

forecasts (which may 

prove incorrect) 

about exchange rates.



Foreign Exchange 

Market Terminology

Speculation:

I am taking a long

position on a 

currency if my assets 

in it > my liabilities in 

it.



Foreign Exchange 

Market Terminology

Speculation:

I am taking a short

position on a 

currency if my assets 

in it < my liabilities in 

it.



Foreign Exchange 

Market Terminology

Arbitrage:

No risk profits based 

on price discrepancies 

between markets.


